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Abstract - Ontology mapping seeks to find semantic
correspondences between similar elements of different
ontologies. Ontology mapping is critical to achieve
semantic interoperability in the WWW. Nowadays most
ontology mapping approaches integrate multiple
individual matchers to explore both linguistic and
structure similarity of different ontologies. Thus how to
effectively aggregating different similarities is pervasive
in ontology mapping. In current aggregation methods,
people either have to manually set parameters in
aggregation function or need "ground truth" in advance
for machine learning based parameter optimization. Both
of them have limitation. In this paper, we propose a
measure harmony, which is the normalized number of
mapping pair that suggests an unambiguous one-to-one
mapping, and a harmony based adaptive ontology
mapping approach, which can automatically adjust
parameters of three kinds of similarities (i.e., edit distance
based similarity, profile similarity and structure
similarity) in aggregation functions according to different
mapping tasks without given any ground truth.
Experimental results show the harmony is indeed a good
estimator of the performance (i.e., f-measure) of different
similarities, and the harmony based adaptive aggregation
method outperforms all other existing aggregation
methods on OAEI benchmark tests.
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1 Introduction
The World Wide Web (WWW) is widely used as a

universal medium for information exchange. However,
semantic interoperability in the WWW is still limited due
to the heterogeneity of information. Ontology, a formal,
explicit specification of a shared conceptualization [8], has
been  suggested  as  a  way  to  solve  the  problem.  With  the
popularity of ontologies, ontology mapping, aiming to find
semantic correspondences between similar elements of
different ontologies, has attracted many research attentions
from various domains. Different techniques have been
examined in ontology mapping, e.g., analyzing linguistic
information of elements in ontologies [18], treating
ontologies as structural graphs [15], using heuristic rules

[9] or applying machine learning techniques [2].
Comprehensive surveys of ontology mapping approaches
can be found in [4][11][17].

Nowadays most ontology mapping approaches
integrate multiple individual matchers to explore both
linguistic and structure similarity of different ontologies.
However they all face a problem of parameter setting
when integrating different similarities. Currently they
either use experience numbers or tentatively set parameters
in aggregation functions, which is obviously unable to
adjust to different mapping tasks, or alternatively applying
machine learning techniques to search for an optimized
parameter setting, which, however, needs "ground truth"
that is usually unavailable in advance in real world cases.

To overcome the problem, we propose a measure
harmony, which is the normalized number of mapping pair
that suggests an unambiguous one-to-one mapping, and a
harmony based adaptive ontology mapping approach,
which can automatically adjust parameters of three kinds
of similarities (i.e., edit distance based similarity, profile
similarity and structure similarity) in aggregation functions
according to different mapping tasks without given any
ground truth.

To evaluate our approach, we adopt the benchmark
tests from OAEI ontology matching campaign 20071. We
follow the evaluation criteria of OAEI, calculating the
precision, recall and f-measure of over each benchmark
test. Experimental results show that the harmony has high
correlation with the f-measure of different similarities and
the harmony based adaptive aggregation method
outperforms all other existing aggregation methods on
OAEI benchmark tests.

2 Problem statement
Ontology is a formal, explicit specification of a

shared conceptualization in terms of classes, properties
and relations [6]. Figure 1 shows two sample ontologies in
bibliography area, in which the ellipses indicate classes
(e.g., "Reference", "Composite", "Book" and
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"Proceedings" etc.), the dashed rectangles indicate
properties (e.g., "publisher", "editor", "organization" etc.),
the lines with arrowhead indicate "subClassof" relation
between two classes, and the solid rectangle indicates an
instance that is associated with the class of "Monograph"
(i.e., "object-oriented data modeling" published by MIT
Press at 2000). Each class and property has some
information to describe and restrict it, for example, the
information next to the bracket of "Book" in the ontologies
(e.g., its ID, label, comments and some restrictions such as
title, publisher etc.).

Ontology mapping aims to find semantic
correspondences between similar elements in two
ontologies. The input of an ontology mapping task is two
homogeneous ontologies, O1 and O2, expressed in formal
ontology languages. The output is a list of mapping pairs
expressed in the statement of m(e1i,  e2j, r, s), where m
specifies a specific element e1i in O1 maps  to  a  certain
element e2j in O2 with a relationship of r, and the mapping
holds a confidence measure of s (also  known  as
similarity),  which  is  typically  normalized  in  a  range  of
[0..1]. In this paper, r refers to "=" relationship only and
elements eij refer to classes and properties in ontologies.
Sample mappings in Figure 1 include: m(press, publisher,
=, .8), m(Reference, Composite, =, .11), m(Monograph,
Monography, =, .9), m(Collection, Collection, =, 1) ,
m(Proceedings, Proc, =, .36) and etc.

Figure 1. Two bibliographic ontologies

3 Our approach
Figure 2 illustrates the architecture of our approach.

First, we parse ontologies using Jena2, and preprocess
them by removing stop words, stemming, and tokenizing.
Next, we measure three kinds of similarities, i.e., edit
distance based similarity, profile similarity and structure
similarity, for each ontology. After that we calculate the
harmony for each similarity by counting the number of
mapping pairs that suggest unambiguously 1-to-1
mappings, and then we adaptively aggregate three
similarities upon their harmonies. Finally we extract
mapping results using naive descendant extraction

2 http://jena.sourceforge.net/

algorithm [14]. In this paper we briefly introduce how we
generate three similarities and focus on the harmony and
the harmony based adaptive aggregation. More details
about the similarity generation can be in our previous work
[12][13].

Figure 2. The architecture of PRIOR+

3.1 Similarity generation
The similarity generator generates three kinds of

similarities, i.e., edit distance based similarity, profile
similarity and structure similarity.

3.1.1 Edit distance based similarity
Edit distance is an intuitive measure of the similarity

between elements. In our approach, the edit distance based
similarity is calculated using normalized Levenshtein
distance between the names (i.e. ID) of elements e1i and
e2j.

3.1.2 Profile similarity
Though the edit distance based similarity is intuitive,

it encounters trouble where synonyms exist or the name of
an element is identified using meaningless symbols (e.g.,
digits). To overcome the problems, we propose the profile
similarity, which utilize various descriptive data (e.g.
name, label, comments, etc.) to build a profile for each
element in ontologies, and thus enrich its information. In
particular, the profile of a class = the class's ID + label +
comments + other restriction + its properties' profiles + its
instances' profiles. The profile of a property =  the
property's ID + label + its domain + its range. The profile
of an instance =  the  instance's  ID  +  label  +  other
descriptive information. For example, the profile of class
"Book" and "Proceedings", and the profile of property
"editor" in the left ontology in Figure 1 are:

Monograph

subClassof

-press
-event
-editor
-organization

-Object-Oriented Data
Modeling
-Published by MIT Press
-Year 2000

subClassof

ID: Book
Label: Book
Comments: A book
that may be a
monograph or a
collection of written
texts.
Restrictions: title,
publisher, author,
edition, date etc.

{Book

Proceedings Collection

Reference

subClassof

Monography

ID: Book
Label: Book
Comments: A book
that may be a
monography or a
collection of written
texts.
Restrictions:
humanCreator,
edition

{
subClassof

Composite

subClassof

Book

Collection

Proc.

-publisher
-editor
-organization
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Profile(Book)=(book, book, book, proceeding, monograph,
collection, write, text)
Profile(Proceedings)=(proceeding, press, event, editor,
organization)
Profile(editor)=(editor, proceeding, person3)

Then the tf idf weight (i.e., term frequency and
inverse document frequency) [22] is assigned for every
term in profiles. When calculating tf idf weights, each
profile is  treated  as  a document and all profiles in  two
ontologies are treated as the collection of documents.
Afterwards, a set of vectors, each of which represents a
profile  of  an  element  using  a  serial  of tf idf weights, are
output. For example, the Profile(Book) can be represented
as (.24, .24, .24, .4, .5, .3, .1, .1). Finally we calculate the
cosine similarity between two elements in a vector space
model (Raghavan and Wong 1986) based on their tf idf
weight vectors.

3.1.3 Structure Similarity
Structural similarity is considered for classes only.

The structural similarity of the classes is calculated based
on the normalized difference between the number of the
classes' direct properties, the number of the classes'
instances, the number of the classes' children, and the
depth of the classes from their root. For example, assume
the max depth of ontology O1 is  5,  the  max  depth  of
ontology O2 is 6. The depth of element e1i and e2j to their
root is 3 and 4 respectively, which will be normalized as
3/5 and 4/6. Then their depth difference is |3/5-4/6|, which
can be further normalized by max(3/5,4/6) as .1. Finally,
the average of the four normalized difference will be
calculated as structure similarity.

3.2 Harmony estimation
We define the harmony as the normalized number of

mapping pairs that suggests an unambiguous one-to-one
mapping. The motivation of the harmony is: The ideal 1-
to-1 mapping results should be consistent when mapping
elements from O1 to O2 and vice versa. That is, the
similarity score of two truly mapped elements should be
the highest (which means unambiguous) comparing to
other candidate mapping pairs of them. Therefore if we
can estimate the performance of different similarities, then
we know which similarity is more reliable and trustful, and
thus we can give higher weights to the similarities that are
more reliable when aggregating.

Table 1 gives an example of calculating the harmony
of an edit distance based similarity matrix, in which the
left table lists original similarity scores between each pair
of elements of two bibliographic ontologies; the right table

3 where the person is the range of the editor, which is not
indicated in the Figure 1

illustrates how the harmony is calculated, where " "
denotes the cell that has the highest similarity score in
each row, "O" denotes the cell that has the highest
similarity score in each column, and " " denotes the
overlapped cell that has the highest similarity in both the
row and the column, i.e., totally 4. We further normalize it
by the max number of elements of two ontologies, i.e., 5.
Finally the harmony is 4/5 = .8. Similarly we estimate the
harmony of profile similarity and structure similarity.
Please note the order of the elements in the table does not
influence the value of the harmony, and the dimension of
the matrix could be asymmetric, i.e., m n. Though there
exists the particular case that most mappings holding the
highest similarity score are totally wrong but they still
result in a good harmony, we ignore it because the three
similarities proposed in §3.1 are pretty reasonable based
on  the  analysis  of  real  world  tasks  and  thus  it  is  rare  to
meet such kind of corner case in practice.

3.3 Adaptive similarity aggregation
Aggregating different similarities is pervasive in

ontology mapping systems that contain multiple individual
matchers, for example, COMA [1], Falcon-AO [18],
RiMOM [19], QOM [3], etc. Many strategies, e.g., Max,
Weighted, Average and Sigmoid, have been proposed to
aggregate different similarities in the approaches. However
these strategies either select one extreme end of various
similarities to be the representative of the final similarity
(e.g., Max) or consider the individual similarities equally
important and thus can not distinguish differences between
them (e.g. Average). The Weighted strategy overcomes the
drawbacks of Max and Average strategy by assigning
relative weights to individual matchers, and the Sigmoid
strategy emphasizes high individual predicting values and
deemphasizes low individual predicting values.

However the Weighted strategy needs to manually set
aggregation weights using experience numbers and the
Sigmoid strategy need to tentatively set center position and
steepness factor in the sigmoid function. Alternatively
machine learning based parameter optimization is a
solution to the problem of manual parameter setting.
However, learning based approach needs extra
information, i.e., ground truth, which is usually
unavailable in real world mapping tasks.

 To overcome the problems, we propose a new weight
assignment method to adaptively aggregate different
similarities. That is, we use the harmony of different
similarities as their weight when aggregating them. Please
see the HADAPT method  in  Table  2  for  the  definition  of
our aggregation function. Such method has two
advantages: 1. It is easy to adapt to different mapping
tasks. 2. It does not need any ground truth in advance.



Table 1. A sample of harmony calculation
Composite Book Proc Monography Collection Harmony = 4/5 = 0.8

Reference .11 0 .22 0.1 .1

Book 0.22 1 .2 .2 .2

Proceeding .18 .09 .36 .09 .18

Monograph .11 .22 .11 .9 .1

Collection .3 .2 .1 .1 1 O

4 Evaluation
4.1 Data sets

To evaluate our approach we use the benchmark tests
from OAEI ontology matching campaign 20074. The
reason why we choose it is: 1.The annual OAEI campaign
has become an authoritative contest in the area of ontology
mapping, and thus attracts many participants including
both well-known ontology mapping systems and new
entrants. 2. The campaign provides uniform test cases for
all participants so that the analysis and comparison
between different approaches is practical. 3. The ground
truth  of  benchmark  tests  is  open.  Thus  we  can  use  it  to
comprehensively evaluate different components of our
approach.

The OAEI benchmark tests include 1 reference
ontology, dedicated to the very narrow domain of
bibliography, and 50 test ontologies, 4 of 50 are real cases
and the left 46 are artificially made tasks, each of which
discards various information from the reference ontology
so as to evaluate how algorithms behave when information
is lacking.

4.2 Evaluation criteria
We follow the evaluation criteria from the OAEI

campaign, calculating the precision, recall and f-measure
over each benchmark test [5]. For the matter of
aggregation of the measures weighted harmonic means [5]
will be computed.

4.3 Experimental methodology and results
Two experiments are designed. The 1st experiment

aims to verify whether the harmony reflects the reliability
of different similarities, i.e., whether it correlates to the f-
measure of different similarities. The 2nd experiment aims
to verify the performance of harmony based adaptive
aggregation method, i.e., whether it is better than other
aggregation methods as discussed in Table 2.

4 http://oaei.ontologymatching.org/2007/

4.3.1 The correlation between the harmony and the
f-measure of different similarities

The experiment methodology is: For each OAEI
benchmark test, we calculate 5 similarities, i.e., class edit
distance based similarity, class profile similarity, class
structure similarity, property edit distance similarity and
property profile similarity. Based on each similarity
matrix, we extract mapping results using naive
descendant extraction algorithm [14]. After that we
evaluate the results against the reference alignment and get
the f-measure of each similarity. Meanwhile, we estimate
5 harmonies upon its corresponding matrix. Finally we
compare the f-measure with the harmony on each test.

The results in Figure 3 show the harmony does
linearly correlate with the f-measure of different
similarities on both classes and properties. Especially it is
a good estimator of f-measure for class' edit distance based
similarity, property’s edit distance based similarity, and
property's profile similarity, the R2 of which are .9718,
.9609 and .9696 respectively.

Class Edit-Dist          R2 = .9718
Calss Profile            R2 = .8491
Class Structure        R2 = .7681
Property Edit-Dist     R2 = .9609
Property Profile       R2 = .9696
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Figure 3 The correlation between the harmony and the
f-measure of different similarity

4.3.2 The comparison of different aggregation
methods

Similarity aggregation has been researched in many
ontology mapping approaches as we discussed in previous
section. Data aggregation, called data fusion, has been
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widely investigated in information retrieval area [7] as
well. To evaluate the harmony-based adaptive aggregation
method, short as HADAPT, we conduct the experiment
comparing its precision, recall and f-measure with 5
aggregation methods selected from both ontology mapping
and information retrieval area. Table 2 lists the name and
brief description of all aggregation methods used in the
experiment, where si denotes the ith similarity, fs denotes
the final aggregated similarity, hi denotes the harmony of
ith similarity, N denotes the number of individual
similarity, Nz denotes the number of non-zero similarities.

The experiment methodology is: For each test, we
first calculate three similarities (i.e. name similarity,
profile similarity and structural similarity). Then we
aggregate them using different aggregation methods as
described in Table 2. After that, we extract mapping
results using naïve descendant extraction algorithm
[14][14]. We then evaluate the results against the reference
alignment to get the precision, recall and f-measure on
each test. Finally we calculate the precision, recall and f-
measure over all tests.

Experiment  results  in  Figure  4  show:  1.  The  f-
measure of profile similarity is slightly better than all
aggregated methods except HADAPT. The phenomenon
tells us aggregation without right parameters can not boost
the final result of multiple similarities. 2. The performance
of AVG, MAX, ANZ, MNZ, and SIGMOID methods are
competitive with each other. The f-measure of them is
around .74-.79. 3. The harmony based adaptive similarity
aggregation method (i.e., HADAPT)  beats  all  other
methods. It holds the highest precision, recall, and f-
measure at .92, .83 and .87 respectively. Its improvement
of f-measure is 7% and more.

Table 2. Different aggregation methods
Method Description Equation

HADAPT harmony based adaptive aggregation fs = sum(hi*si)/N

MAX maximum of individual similarities fs = max(si)

AVG average of individual similarities fs = sum(si)/N

ANZ AVG  number of nonzero similarities fs = (sum(si)/N)/Nz

MNZ AVG  number of nonzero similarities fs = (sum(si)/N)*Nz

SIGMOID average of individual similarities
smoothed by sigmoid function ( =.5)

fs =
sum(sigmoid(si))/N
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Precision 0.64 0.85 0.62 0.92 0.78 0.76 0.78 0.78 0.77
Recall 0.62 0.77 0.27 0.83 0.79 0.77 0.79 0.71 0.78
F-Measure 0.63 0.81 0.38 0.87 0.79 0.77 0.79 0.74 0.77

edit-dist profile structure HADAPT AVG MAX MNZ ANZ Sigmoid

Figure 4. The comparison of different aggregation
methods

5 Related work
Different approaches have been proposed to solve the

ontology mapping problem. Comprehensive surveys of
some famous ontology mapping systems, such as GLUE
[2], QOM [3], Similarity Flooding [15], PROMPT [16],
can be found in [4][11][17]. Here we only review 4 top-
ranked systems that participated in OAEI campaign 2007,
i.e., Falcon-AO [18], RiMOM [19], LILY [24] and
ASMOV [10]. The reason of reviewing 4 OAEI campaign
participants is: 1. The techniques used in 4 systems are
diverse and based on the state-of-art approaches. In
reviewing these systems, we are reviewing the latest
developments in this area. 2. Like ours, all the systems
explored multiple similarities, and thus face the problem of
effectively aggregating different similarities in an effective
way.

Falcon-AO [18] is a similarity-based generic
ontology mapping system. It consists of three elementary
matchers, i.e., V-Doc, I-Sub [23], and GMO, and one
ontology partitioner, PBM. V-Doc constructs a virtual
document for each URIref, and then measures their
similarity in a vector space model. I-Sub compares the
similarity of strings by considering their similarity along
with their differences. GMO explores structural similarity
based on a bipartite graph. PBM partitions large ontologies
into  small  clusters,  and then  matches  between and within
clusters. The profile used in our approach is similar as the
virtual document constructed in Falcon-AO. The
difference is the virtual document only exploits
neighboring information based on RDF model; whereas
our profile does not have any limitation of information
type, and thus can integrate any information including
instance. From the aggregation view, though Falcon-AO
measures both linguistic comparability and structural
comparability of ontologies to estimate the reliability of
matched entity pairs, it only uses them to form three
heuristic rules to integrate results generated by GMO and
LMO. In LMO Falcon-AO linearly combines two
linguistic similarities with some experiential number.



Unfortunately neither experiential number nor heuristic
rules can automatically adapt to different test cases.
Furthermore, when estimating linguistic comparability
Falcon-AO does not distinguish the difference between
class and property; whereas our approach estimates
harmony for class and property separately.

RiMOM [19] is a general ontology mapping system
based on Bayesian decision theory. It utilizes
normalization and NLP techniques and integrates multiple
strategies for ontology mapping. Afterwards RiMOM uses
risk minimization to search for optimal mappings from the
results of multiple strategies. The difference between us is
when integrating multiple strategies RiMOM adopts a
Sigmoid function with tentatively set parameters, which
has been demonstrated not as good as harmony-based
adaptive similarity aggregation (see Figure 4).
Furthermore, though RiMOM calculates two similarity
factors to estimate the characteristics of ontologies, their
estimation is suitable to some special situations only. For
example, their linguistic similarity factor only concerns
elements that have the same label. However, the harmony
in our approach is more general. The harmony does not
limit to a specific characteristics of ontologies.

LILY [24] is a generic ontology mapping system
based on the extraction of semantic subgraph. It exploits
both linguistic and structural information in semantic
subgraphs to generate initial alignments. Then a
subsequent similarity propagation strategy is applied to
produce more alignments if necessary. Finally LILY uses
classic image threshold selection algorithm to
automatically select threshold, and extract final results
based on the stable marriage strategy. One limitation of
LILY is that it needs to manually set the size of subgraph
according to different mapping tasks and the efficiency of
semantic subgraph is very low in large-scale ontologies.
Furthermore, as with most mapping approaches, LILY
combines all separate similarities with experiential
weights.

ASMOV [10] is an automated ontology mapping tool
that iteratively calculates the similarity between concepts
in  ontologies  by  analyzing  four  features  such  as  textual
description and structure information. It then combines the
measures of these four features using a weighted sum. The
weights are adjusted based on some static rules. At the end
of each iteration, a pruning process eliminates the invalid
mappings by analyzing two semantic inconsistencies:
crisscross mappings and many-to-one mappings. Due to
the limited literature available we are unable to compare
our approach with ASMOV in detail.  What we can say is
the aggregation method in ASMOV is heuristic rule based
Weighted aggregation method.

6 Conclusions
In  the  paper  we  proposed  a  measure harmony to

estimate the performance of different similarities without
given ground truth, and a harmony-based aggregation
method to adaptively aggregate multiple similarities for
ontology mapping. Experiment results show the harmony
is indeed a good measure to estimate the reliability of
different similarities and the harmony-based adaptive
aggregation method, HADAPT, outperforms all other
existing aggregation methods on OAEI benchmark tests.
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